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Abstmct- Multicarrier systems of the OFDM-type per-
form a frequency domain decomposition of a channel char-
acterized by frequency selective distortion in a multitude of
subchannels that are affected by frequency flat distortion.
The distortion in each independent subchannel can then be
compensated by simple gain and phase adjustements, some-
how overcoming the need of one of the most complex compo-
nents of a digital modem: the equalizer. On the other hand,
coding and transmission power assignments can be applied
across the subchannels in a way that resembles the Shannon
water pouring argument. As the bandwidth of the subchan-
nels is made sufficiently small one can asymptotically reach
the channel capacity. Since this relatively old idea has at-
tracted a significant interest in recent years, we prove that
a careful implementation of the analog RF front-end is ex-
tremely critical to the asymptotic behavior of multicarrier
transmission in approaching capacity, In fact multicarrier
signals exhibit extreme vulnerability to distortions induced
by RF electronics. We concentrate on the characterization
of those degradations that can not be compensated at base-
band by means of Digital Signal Processing and show that
the throughput achievable by realistic OFDM modems is
much lower than what typically advertised, particularly in
transceivers with low performance analog RF front-end.

Keywords- Frequency selective channels, Orthogonal Fre-
quency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), Discrete Fourier
Transform.

I. INTRODUCTION

A consortium of major players have recently proposed
OFDM as a standard modulation scheme for wireless
broadband access. The claim is that OFDM will enhance
coverage and dramatically reduce cost. These claims are
based on two theoretical arguments:

o coding and transmission power assignments in mul-
ticarrier systems can be applied across the subchan-
nels in a way that resembles the Shannon water pour-
ing argument (as the bandwidth of the subchannels is
made sufficiently small one can asymptotically reach
the channel capacity),

c since the transmission over many narrowband sub-
channels is much easier than the transmission over a
wideband channel one can expect a simplification of
the baseband processing in the transceiver.

* Email: max.martone@wj .com.

However these arguments assume ideal Radio Frequency
characteristics in the analog front-end. This assumption
is simply not realistic because multicarrier signals exhibit
extreme vulnerability to distortions induced by RF elec-
tronics. We discuss in this work the important limitations
on the performance of OFDM as they relate to the analog
front-end specifications. In particular we focus on those
effects that can not be removed at baseband by means of
Digital Signal Processing. The method of analysis is based
on the loss in mutual information that is consequent to in-
termodulation distortions, phase noise, transmitter power
amplifier nonlinearities. It is important to point out that
loss of mutual information causes performance degradation
not recovered by coding. The analysis reveals that an ac-
curate RF design is necessary to get at least a reasonable
percentage of the theoretical maximum achievable rate and,
more importantly, that it is debatable the claim that this
can be done at consumer level costs.

II. THE IDEAL MULTICARRIER SYSTEM AND ITS

ACHIEVABLE DATA RATE

Multicarrier techniques transmit data by dividing the
stream into several parallel bit streams. Each of the sub-
channels has a much lower bit rate and is modulated onto
a different carrier. OF DM is a special case of multi carrier
modulation with equally spaced subcarriers and overlap-
ping spectra [1]. The OFDM time-domain waveforms are
chosen such that mutual orthogonality is ensured in the
frequency domain. Time dispersion is easily handled by
such systems because the substreams are essentially free of
Inter-Symbol Interference (1S1). This last aspect of multi-
carrier schemes has contributed to increase the popularity
of OFDM in many wireless and wire-line applications [2],
[3], [4], and has opened a “competition” with more tradi-
tional single carrier time-domain schemes. It is important
to emphasize that when there is frequency-dispersion Inter-
Channel Interference may degrade an OFDM system per-
formance to intolerable levels. The frequency dispersion of
an OFDM signal is caused by 1) non-ideal characteristics of
the RF electronics, 2) non negligible Doppler Spread. Con-
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sider the baseband equivalent signal generated by a generic 1 defines the time-frequency product of each independent
iV-channel multicarrier system expressed as function in the signal set. In the OFDM case the pulse g(t)

+m N-1 +co N-1
in (3) is a rectangular window of duration T and F = I/T.

s(t) = ~ ~ ak,ih;r(~) = ~ ~- a~,i#i(t – W), (1)
A coamijication of the time-frequency grid is typically em-

k=-cu /=0 k=-oo 1=0 ployed using a guard-time between temporal adjacent sym-

where T is the symbol period and a~,l is the (generally
complex valued) information bearing symbol, ~~,l(t) =
#/(t – !%27),i = 0,1 , .... N – 1 are the fundamental basis
waveforms. In wireless links the transmitted signal s(t) is
linearly distorted by the multipath fading channel operator
H asl

+ca N-1

y(t) = (Hs) (t) = ~ ~ ak,lfk,,(t)
km-co /=0

+eo N-1

= ~ ~ a~,lfl(~ - W (2)
k=–oc /=0

where ~~(t) = (H+l) (t). The fundamental problem is to
select the transmission basis q51(t) in such a way that the
projection of the signal onto an identically structured signal
set fk,1(~) gives the transmitted symbols as

s+02

/

+Co

y(t) ff,l(t)dt = y(t)ff(t – kT)cit = ak,l,
—m -03

This condition implies relative simplicity of the receiver and
robust ness to additive white Gaussian noise. The selection
of a channel-dependent signal basis in the case of a static
channel (Hs) (t) = ~ h(r)s(t – ~)dr is well-understood and
corresponds to functions @l(t) equal the eigenmodes of the
channel auto correlation. The eigenmodes of a frequency se-
lective static channel can be well approximated by Fourier
bases and transmitter and receiver easily implemented by
means of Fourier Transform methods. The popularity of
OFDM schemes stems exactly from this fundamental prop-
erty. It is however important to realize that if the channel
is doubly dispersive, as in the rapidly fading wireless chan-
nel, the entire conceptual framework of the basic Fourier-
domain channel partitioning scheme looses its optimality,
even in an ideal receiver. Consider the baseband represen-
tation of a multicarrier system as in (1) with

d~,l(~)= g(t – kT)e~2T’Ft, (3)

where F is the carrier frequency spacing and g(t) is a shap-
ing window. The use of pulses as in (3) results in a rectan-
gular tiling of the time-frequency plane. The product TF ~

1The ~PeratOrH ~ep~~~entthe effects of multipathRF wavesProp-

agation. One standard way of representing the channel is

+(x +CO

(Hs) (t)=
L L

S(7, u)s(t - 7)e;2mv’d7du

where S(7, u) is the spreading function of the wireless channel.

bols for mitigation of the time-dispersive characteristic of
a frequency selective channel. On the other hand prop-
erly shaping the basic symbols in each subchannel by us-
ing a pulse different from the rectangular one mitigates fre-
quency dispersion effects of the channel caused by Doppler
spreads. However if the channel is perfectly static with
Fourier Transform If(f), and the guard-time is long enough
to cover for the support of the channel one can use (3) at
the transmitter and select matched filters at the receiver
of the form j’~,~(t) = h(e ~a~9[~(~~)]g(~ – ~T)ej2T~~~, In

practice these matched filter operations are implemented
by DFT-based transformations and a bank of single tap
equalizers. Including now the effect of additive Gaussian
noise we have the equivalent discrete-time system

J–co

= II(iF)a~,~ + n~,~ (4)

for / = 0,2, ....IV– 1 and k = –m, .... O+...+ oo. At any
given k arranging N samples in lV-vectors gives

z(k) = AHa(k) + n(k) (5)

where AH is a diagonal matrix with generic lth diagonal
element H(IF), and the organization of .zb,l, ak,1 and n~,l
in the vectors z(k), a(k), n(k) respectively should be clear
from the context. The modeling assumptions we have de-
scribed can be summarized as in Fig. 1.

Z3sI

@
\ :“‘“’”‘“a’”..,,,h.,

-----+=

Fig. 1. Functional block diagram of the baseband signal processing of
an OFDM system that employs IFFT/FFT. The transformation
F is the basic DFT matrix.

III. THE CHARACTERIZATION OF RF DISTORTIONS

The Carrier to Noise ratio (CNR) at the RF front-end
output is probably the most important indicator of the ca-
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pablhty of the receiver to properly demodulate the signal.
Given a particular modulation scheme we typically want to
achieve some quality of service (QOS) specified by a tar-
get Bit Error Rate (BER). In turn the BER will specify
the Carrier to Noise Ratio required to achieve in an ideal
AWGN (Additive White Gaussian Noise) environment such
a QOS. The usual syrnplifying assumption is that distor-
tions can be treated as noise in terms of signal quality
degradation. The CNR ~ is defined as

[

1
y= 1l& O.lTjVF + 10–O.lTPN + 1o-O.1WM + 10–O.17PA ~B

where
1. yIM is the signal to interference ratio caused by in-

termodulation distortions,
2. yNF is the signal to noise ratio caused by the Noise

Figure of the receiver,
3. ‘)’pN is the signal to interference ratio caused by phase

noise distortion,
4. ~~A is the signal to interference ratio caused by non-

linearities in the Power Amplifier at the transmitter.
Roughly speaking, at low input level y depends on the noise
figure F of the receiver as

[1?’NF =lolO&o ~
KTBF

where K is the Boltzmann constant, F is the noise figure
in antilogarithm, T is the absolute temperature, B is the
system bandwidth. Since we typically want an SNR per
symbol (that is SNR over the Nyquist bandwidth) greater
than some target SNR, say ~, we need YIM >> YNF and
TPN >> YNF, if we want YNF R 7. For example we may
say yIM > yNF + 10dB and ~PN > ~NF + 10dB. The in-
termodulation (IM) products that are typically of concern
are third-order ones. A well-known testing procedure is a
two tone test in which one excites the receiver with two
sinusoids with equal power and the resulting output power
at the third-order IM components are measured. In a two-
tone test, yIM is given by the power at the input to the
receiver minus the power at the third order IM component

at the output of the receiver, -yy~~ = Pi – PIM. In a mul-
ticarrier system with IV carriers the two tones are divided
in N subcarriers each one with power Pi – 10 loglo N/2
so that the average power of the third order IM products
created by the two-tone subcarriers is PIM – 30 loglo N/2.
Of course one has to find out how many IM products (say
M) fall in a certain subcarrier position. It turns out that
the center sub carrier (which is also the position of the RF
carrier) is the subcarrier that will experience the worst IM
interference. So we can assume that the signal to IM dis-
tortion ratio of the receiver is the worst case one and write

?’IM = Pi – 10 loglo N/2

- (PIM - 3010glo N/2 + 10loglo M)

= &3 +20 loglo N/2 – 10 loglo lf. (6)

The effect of phase noise and/or frequency offset is repre-
sented by the matrix

[

Cos(e(t)) –sin(o(t))
‘(t) = Sin(o(t)) Cos(o(t)) 1

where 19(-t)is the instantaneous difference in phase between
the phase of the oscillator at the transmitter and at the
receiver. The overall model is given by vd(_l) = R.(~)s(~) +

n(t). The signal ;(i) is distorted as ;(t)e~eft). Of course
the non-ideal characteristics of the RF hardware destroy
the orthogonality of the carriers in an OFDM system and
contribute to an intercarrier interference effect that can be
approximately quantified at the input to the slicer for the
ith carrier (O < i < N – 1) and for the nth block of symbols
as

N–1

Zn,i = an,ido + x an,idi-k + qn,i
k=O

k#i

where

T

dh=;
/

e~(e(t)–zm%)dt
o

= 5+(LW-%?) =~~k
T’

(7)
77=0

The effect of a noisy phase reference introduced by LOS’
phase noise creates two types of distortions: 1) Common
Phase error (CPE), (represented by do), 2) Inter-Channel
Error (ICE), (represented by dk, k # O). The effect of ICE
on ~PN is several orders of magnitudes more detrimental
than the effect of CPE in part because the effect of CPE can
be compensated at baseband (in the DSP processors) by
amplitude and phase adjustments. For this reason we can
write for the lth subcarrier (and with a subcarrier spacing

f.)

[1~~N=– ~ ‘“
1

to2(f/f, ) l@(f – (k – I)f$)lz df (8)
k#l -m dB

where w(x) is a * weighting function, l@(~) 12is the
phase noise power density, Nonlinear distortions in an
OFDM system are essentially due to the transmitter (high)
power amplifier (HPA) which is typically driven close to
saturation for power efficient transmission, The nonlinear
effects on the transmitted signals are 1) spectral spread-
ing, 2) intermodulation effects on the sub carriers, 3) warp-
ing of the signal constellation in each subchannel. The
input/output relation on the complex baseband signal for
a power amplifier is s.(t) = ~ (i(t))with ~ (F(t))=
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J [S(t)] e~vI;t~jl/lS(t)l. The functions A [] and W[.] char- where P\O)(~) is the optimum 2 power spectral density of
acterize the AM/PM conversions in the HPA, respectively. the transmitted signal s(t), IV(j) is the power spectral den-
For a Solid State Power Amplifier a common model is sity of the additive channel Gaussian noise. Mult icarrier

Transmission with N subcarriers is supposed to asymptot-
ically approach C as subcarrier spacing l?/N = A~ de-

A ‘T]= [1+ (V?’;;,)%qlizp w ‘“] N 0 creases and N increases. In fact assuming that P$O)(~)
2

++

and ~ ~
where A. = vA~ is the saturating amplitude, v is the small-

are almost flat within Af, The capacity of the

signal gain and p is an integer. A, is typically equal to
generic ith subchannel is

~. Nonlinear distortions depend on the input backoff

IBO or the output backoff OBO
[ 1Cl = Af logz 1 + Pj”)(fi) ‘:~;;;2 ,

A: A:
IBO = 101oglo —

(P,~) 7
OBO = 10loglo — so that the aggregate rate is ~~1 Ci. The capacity of the

(P*UT) “ discrete-time model in (5) in bit/see is

An OFDM signal (for’ large number of carriers) is accu-
rately modeled as a bandlimited zero mean Gaussian ran-

:1 [ ‘$)*1CN=Af~log2 l+a

dom process. It is then possible to obtain the correlation
properties of the process at the output of the HPA and to N

[

An
determine spectral spreading. Following [7] we can charac-

—— Af ~ logz 1 +
10-O.lSNR$~(n) 1

terize the distortions (seen at the receiver, Ith carrier, kth n=l

OFDM symbol) due to power amplification at the trans-
mitter as

E ~c’,+@MN~w
i

(9)

,z~,I= @H(iF)a~,~ + n~,l + q~,~ where a~’~ and a% are the variances of the elements of the

where vectors a(k) and n(k), respectively, while SNR$~ (n) is the
SNR of the OFDM signal in the nth carrier. The super-

cx= R: JO)/Ri(0) script (o) is indicating that the power assigned to the partic-

with R,U(r) = 13{sU(t + r)s. (t)”} and R;(r) = E{ii(t +
~)i(t)* } as derived in [7]. The multiplicative term a can
be (optimistically speaking) removed at baseband. The
additive term ~k,1is a Gaussian term whose in phase and
in quadrature variances are given by

ular subcarrier obeys the water-filling solution, The basic
approach that will allow us to assess a decrease in achiev-
able throughput due to the RF front-end, is to consider
the equivalent loss in Carrier to Noise Ratio caused by:
Noise Figure of the receiver, Intermodulation distortions,
Transmitter Power Amplifier. Phase distortions effects are

FIRsu(~)](0) + 7[R;(~)](0)
analyzed in terms of the actual signal phase distortions.

2
‘I,W,l = ‘;,Vk,l =

From the previous Section we can say that the model (5)
2[a’[2 1

becomes in practice

where F[z(t)](f ) is the’ Fourier transform of a generic sig-
nal z(t). Evidently ~pA is the ratio of the signal power to

%k,l + ‘;,?k,l ‘

It should be clear that any deviation in the system from
the ideal system model (5) will give some loss of achiev-
able information throughput essentially due to error rate
increase. We want to quantify such loss, for typically spec-
ified RF front-ends. Capacity is the maximum achievable
rate on a certain channel given unlimited complexity in the
channel coding scheme and optimal digital signal process-
ing at the receiver. The capacity of the static frequency
selective multiptah channel with frequency domain resp-
sonse Ii(f) is given by

z(k) = AHiiia(k) + n(k) + n~~(n) + npA(7J).

where n(n) is the thermal noise term already accounted
for in (5), nIM(n) is the vector representation of the
distortions caused by third order intermodulation prod-
ucts, n~A (n) is the vector representation of the distortions
caused by nonlinearities in the Power Amplifiers at the
transmitter and [ifi]m,l = dm- ~. Assuming all these noise

2p: 0)
(j) satisfies

/[ 11H(f)12df bit/see

where B = {j : P$ 0) (j) > O} is called the capacity achieving band

6’= log2 1 + P$”)(f) ~ and K is a constant chosen such that a power constraint is satisfied

B J- [S(t)l’dt < P.
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Fig. 2. Achievable data rate for a typical system: the effect of phase
noise is expressed by @.

sources to be Gaussian, independent and approximately
white (or sufficiently flat across the bandwidth of the re-
ceiver), one can easily show that the achievable data rate
is

+ ( lb,n12
10-0’ 17$’; + 10-0.17(”)~&f+ l@.17gi )1

(lo)

where ~o,n are the singular values of the matrix AH @, and

PO(@) is the probability density function of the elements
of the matrix @ for a given assumed distribution of the
phase noise. For example the elements of@ can be consid-
ered Wiener-Levy processes (or continuous path Brownian
motion) with variance 27r~lt1, [6].

x,

I2 --. . . . . . . . . .

I
o

5 10 20 2s 30
SNR:NF (dB)

Fig. 3. Achievable data rate for a typical system: influence of in-
creased power amplifier back-off.

application) and the main system specifications are as fol-
lows.

b

●

*

*

*

*

*

●

b

Carrier frequency: 2.5GHz
Input Level: -10:80 dBm
Bandwidth: 6 MHz
DMT Symbol duration (N) is 512, cyclic prefix length
is 15,
Multipath maximum Delay Spread: 2 flsec,
Third Order Intermodulation: up to 62 dB, measured
with - 10dBm 2-tones,
1 dB compression point: 20 dBm,
Target Output CNR=20 dB at -80dBm (assume con-
volutionally encoded 64-QAM),
Phase Noise

– Variable up to -65dBc/Hz at lKHz offset,
– Variable up to -90dBc/Hz at 10KHz offset,

Fig. 2-3 show performance for an amplifier Input Back
Off of 15 and 25 dB, and two different cases of intermodula-
tion distortions. The variance of the Wiener phase process
which characterizes phase noise is ~T = 2~,BT.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The popularity of the OFDM scheme should be revisited
in light of practical RF implementation issues. The mul-
ticarrier signal is significantly more vulnerable than sin-
gle carrier schemes to nonideal characteristics of the RF
front-end and it is extremely important to perform proper
RF subsystem design to ensure adequate data through-
put across the network. Realistic distortions in phase and
amplitude and phase noise may degrade the performance
of the demodulator to intolerable levels. This inherent
fragility of the OFDM signal is in sharp contrast with the
common belief that transmission of a signal over multiple
orthogonal carriers increases the robustness of a high data
rate link.
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We show some numerical results for a typical multicarrier
system. The fading channel is static (for a fixed wireless
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